Example of Cluster observations of chorus whistler-mode wave activity at L~5. Top to bottom panels show: the distributions of power density of wave magnetic and electric fields, the distribution of wavenormal angle , the ratios of energies W/W B calculated from the wave magnetic field components alone together with -estimation. The last two panels show the estimates of the refractive index N obtained from wave magnetic field measurements alone and directly from measurements of both the wave magnetic and electric field components. N often reaches ~100, but seldom goes much beyond that value at low latitudes. Landau damping by 100-500 eV electrons and thermal effects have been shown (Li et al. 2014) to lead to an upper-limit N<100 to N<300 from low to high latitudes during moderately disturbed geomagnetic conditions at L~5. It justifies using N≤100 as a rough but realistic and conservative upperbound in the wave data analysis.
